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H I G H L I G H T S

• Concurrent source apportionment by
source regions and categories at an
urban receptor.

• Source apportionment of total, pri-
mary and secondary PM, and gaseous
NO2.

• Agreement between CAMx/PSAT and
PMF receptor model results for PM2.5

G R A P H I C A L A B S T R A C T

Fig. 1. EC Regional absolute concentration distribution of each source activity contribution and emissive region
defined within CAMx/PSAT approach. Long range transport term has been stacked with POV region contribu-
tions.
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A B S T R A C T

Source apportionment results from CAMx/PSAT v6.3 model simulation at an urban receptor placed in Milan city
centre are presented. CAMx was run over a domain covering the Po valley for the calendar year of 2010. Model
simulations considered nitrogen dioxide (NO2), fine particulate matter (PM2.5), and its primary and secondary
components, i.e.: elemental carbon (EC) and nitrate (NO3

−). Source apportionment results are separately re-
ported with respect to emission regions (e.g.: local, urban, metropolitan areas, counties) and emission categories
(e.g.: transport, space heating, industrial activities) and to the combination of emission regions and categories.
Five emission regions were considered, starting from a narrow region covering Milan city centre, up to Milan
municipality, Milan metropolitan area, Lombardy region, and to the entire Po valley. In terms of emission region
contributions, Milan municipality, its metropolitan area, and Lombardy region account for about 60% of PM2.5

total mass at the selected receptor. However, local scale emissions contribute for more than 50% to EC ambient
levels at this receptor. Conversely, the sources located in the farthest emission regions (Lombardy and Po valley)
and long range transport determine the largest contribution (80%) to NO3

− concentration. For NO2, local scale
emissions are responsible for more than 60% of the ambient concentration levels in Milan city centre. In terms of
source categories, traffic is the main contributor to NO2 and NO3

−, biomass burning and traffic to EC and PM2.5

mass. The emission categories contributions to PM2.5 estimated by CAMx/PSAT for the selected receptor show a
rather good agreement with Positive Matrix Factorization (PMF) source apportionment results available for
Milan area. However, the two approaches provide similar estimations only for biomass burning and traffic
contributions (24% and 20%, respectively) whereas CAMx gives remarkably lower estimates for the share of
secondary organic aerosol (SOA), likely because of missing formation processes in CAMx chemical module.
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1. Introduction

Air quality represents a significant public health problem because of
the negative impacts on respiratory and cardiovascular health and of
premature deaths as a result of exposure to ambient air pollutants
(Kelly and Fussel, 2015; WHO, 2013). Globally, air pollution is esti-
mated to cause 4.2 million deaths every year and 91% of the world's
population lives in places where air quality exceeds WHO guideline
limits (WHO, 2016). Low- and middle-income countries experience the
highest burden, but air quality is still an issue in the big cities and rural
areas of the developed countries. Policies and investments supporting
emission control strategies, combined with technological progress, can
effectively reduce air pollution levels.

Specifically, quantifying the contribution of different emission ca-
tegories (e.g.: transport, space heating, industrial activities) and emis-
sion regions (e.g.: local, urban, metropolitan areas, counties) to air
pollution is critical for the further implementation of effective en-
vironmental policies. This type of analysis, known as source appor-
tionment (SA), is indicated in the 2008/50/EC European air quality
directive as a tool to investigate and support emission control strategies.

SA can be performed either through Receptor Models (RM), that is
analyzing direct observations from an air quality station, or through
Chemical Transport Models (CTM), using pollution concentrations si-
mulated by model runs. RM techniques are widely used to estimate the
contributions of the emission sources to the concentration levels of
particulate matter (PM) and its components (Belis et al., 2013). RMs
mainly rely on the following three statistical techniques: principal
component analysis (PCA), chemical mass balance (CMB), and positive
matrix factorization (PMF) (Hopke, 2016; Belis et al., 2014). Although
these techniques produce relevant insights for the implementation of
environmental strategies, they present some weaknesses:

• RMs are mostly suitable for particulate matter (e.g PM10 and PM2.5),
while the detection of source contributions for other pollutants (e.g.
NO2, SO2) would be less straightforward (Belis et al., 2013).

• even though relying on detailed data for PM chemical composition,
RMs present limited capacities to track the origin of secondary PM,
whose precursors are often emitted by a wide range of sources (Belis
et al., 2013, 2015).

• the location of the emission sources can be only partially detected
and the apportionment to specific sources is generally more effective
when their emissions present a peculiar chemical profile. Contrary,
RMs results need to be supported by further piece of information on
meteorological conditions (e.g.: wind roses or back trajectories
analysis, Belis et al., 2014).

• SA analysis conducted by RMs is site-dependent and SA outcomes
are valid only near the receptor point. Necessarily, further mea-
surement campaigns need to be performed in order to track emission
contributions over larger areas.

Alternatively to RMs, CTMs are widely used to conduct SA analyses.
In particular, CTMs like CAMx (Ciarelli et al., 2017; Karamchandani
et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017b), CMAQ (Buonocore et al., 2014; Zhang
et al., 2014; Appel et al., 2013) and LOTOS-EUROS (Hamm et al., 2015;
Curier et al., 2014; Mues et al., 2014) include specific tools enabling
source apportionment analysis. However, similarly to RMs, CTMs pre-
sent some limitations:

• model reliability strongly depends on emission inventories' accu-
racy, in turn depending on both emission factors, activity data, and
spatial resolution (López-Aparicio et al., 2017; Denier Van Der Gon
et al., 2015; Guevara et al., 2014).

• extensive datasets of meteorological data, either from diagnostic or
prognostic meteorological models, are required for a proper re-
construction of air masses motion and pollutant transport and dif-
fusion (Bessagnet et al., 2016; Pernigotti et al., 2012).

• secondary organic aerosols (SOA) are generally hardly simulated
and often strongly underestimated (Meroni et al., 2017; Bergstrom
et al., 2012).

In this work, SA analysis have been performed through the CAMx
model (Comprehensive Air Quality Model with Extensions, ENVIRON,
2016), which comprises an embedded SA algorithm, PSAT (Yarwood
et al., 2004), able to track the contribution of different user defined
emission categories and regions (Pirovano et al., 2015; Bedogni and
Pirovano, 2011). CAMx is applied over nested domains covering
Northern Italy and Milan urban area, while SA through CAMx/PSAT is
focused on an urban receptor point located in Milan city centre. Model
simulations were performed for the entire 2010 calendar year. SA
analysis focuses on fine particulate mass (PM2.5) and on nitrogen di-
oxide (NO2), whose compliance with the current air quality limits is a
critical issue in Northern Italy and Milan area. Additionally, SA was also
performed for one of both primary and secondary PM2.5 components,
namely elemental carbon (EC) and particulate nitrate (NO3

−).
The multi-pollutant feature of this work, together with the combi-

nation of emission categories and regions in SA analyses, thus splitting
the estimated contributions of emission sources based on their geo-
graphical location, make it quite a novelty in the context of CTM-based
SA studies in literature. For example, Bove et al. (2014) performed
CAMx simulations with the aim of quantifying source contributions for
PM2.5 for the city of Genova (Italy) and Ciarelli et al. (2017) focused on
the SA of SOA over Europe through CAMx, but they both did not ac-
count for the location of the sources. Conversely, Kim et al. (2017) and
Wang Y. et al. (2017) applied CAMx-PSAT to quantify the impacts of
emissions from different regions on PM concentrations during a high
PM event in Seoul and for haze episodes in Beijing, but without in-
vestigating source contributions. Combined source region and source
category apportionment of PM2.5 have been performed by Timmermans
et al. (2017) for the cities of Beijing and Shanghai and by Li et al.
(2015) for the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region; however, both these works
were focused on fine PM only.

The paper firstly describes the setup of the modelling chain, the
computational domains, and input data. CAMx skills in capturing PM2.5

and NO2 concentrations over Northern Italy are shown relative to direct
observations from an air quality monitoring network including urban,
suburban and rural stations. SA results for PM2.5, EC, NO3

−, and NO2

annual mean concentrations are then presented and discussed. Finally,
CAMx/PSAT results for PM2.5 at the Milan receptor are compared with
SA outcomes from PMF receptor modelling based on PM2.5 speciated
data collected during an air quality monitoring campaign performed in
Milan. Strengths and weaknesses of both SA approaches for Milan re-
ceptor are illustrated.

2. Methods

2.1. Modelling chain setup

The modelling chain used for the source apportionment analysis is
composed by two main components: the Weather Research and
Forecasting (WRF; Skamarock et al., 2008) model version 3.4.1 and the
Comprehensive Air Quality Model (CAMx) model version 6.30
(ENVIRON, 2016). The modelling system setup, which includes the
Sparse Matrix Operator for Kernel Emissions model version 3.5
(SMOKE; UNC, 2013), is detailed in Supplementary Material (SM)
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Figure S1. Meteorological fields were reconstructed by WRF which was
setup with 30 vertical layers, spanning from 25m above the ground up
to 15 km. Horizontally, four nested grids adopting a Lambert Conformal
Projection and covering Europe, Italy, Po valley, and the metropolitan
area of Milan have been used; grid resolutions are 45 km, 15 km, 5 km
and 1.7 km, respectively (SM Figure S 2). WRF was driven by ECMWF
analysis fields every 6 h. Air quality simulations and source appor-
tionment analysis were based on CAMx simulations covering the two
innermost domains (Po valley and Milan metropolitan area, Fig. 1).
CAMx was run at the same spatial resolution of WRF, but with a slight
reduction of the domain size in order to remove boundary effects. De-
tails on WRF and CAMx domains are showed in SM Table S.1. The
vertical structure of CAMx domain was divided into vertical layers,

keeping the same vertical resolution of WRF up to 1 km above ground
level.

Emissions were input from inventory data at three different spatial
resolution levels: European Monitoring and Evaluation Programme data
(EMEP, http://www.ceip.at/emission-data-webdab/emissions-used-in-
emep-models/) available over a regular grid of 50×50 km2; ISPRA
Italian national inventory data (http://www.sinanet.isprambiente.it/it/
sia-ispra/inventaria/disaggregazione-dellinventario-nazionale-2010)
which provides a disaggregation for province; regional inventories data
based on INEMAR methodology (INEMAR – ARPA Lombardia, 2015)
for the administrative regions of Lombardy, Veneto and Piedmont,
which provide detailed emissions data at single municipality level. Each
emission inventory was processed using the SMOKE model in order to

Fig. 1. Emission regions within Po valley (POV, 5 km grid step, a)) and Milan metropolitan area (MIL, 1.7 km grid step, b)) computational domains.
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obtain the hourly time pattern of the emissions. Most relevant sources
(e.g.: power plant stacks) were considered as elevated point sources
with a specific quantification of the emission plume rise. Differently, all
other sources were placed in the first vertical layer of CAMx domain.
Temporal disaggregation was based on monthly, daily and hourly
profiles deducted by CHIMERE model (INERIS, 2006) and EMEP model
from Institute of Energy Economics and the Rational Use of Energy
(IER) project named GENEMIS (Pernigotti et al., 2013). Details on
meteorological and emissions input data and chemical schemes adopted
for this work are reported in Pepe et al. (2016), together with the model
validation phase for calendar year 2010 comparing model results with
measurements at meteorological and air quality stations.

2.2. Emission regions and emission categories

In order to track the impact on air quality at Milan receptor of the
emissions from different areas of Northern Italy we defined five emis-
sion regions over the Po valley computational domain, reflecting the
concept of local, urban background and regional emission regions (see
for example: Lenschow et al., 2001; Annex I(I) of European Commission
decision 2011/850/EU). The definition of such emission regions was
constrained to administrative boundaries in order to clearly link the
pollution contribution to the corresponding administrative level (i.e.:
municipality, metropolitan area, region, country). The emission regions
are shown with different colors in Fig. 1.

The wider area in yellow, named Po valley (POV), includes all
sources outside the Lombardy region; in blue, the Lombardy area
(LOM), extending from the boundaries of Lombardy to those of the
metropolitan area of Milan (formerly Province of Milan); in orange, the
metropolitan area of Milan (PRO), except the municipality of Milan
(MIL) which is indicated by the red area in Fig. 1a. The fifth area, the
green one in Fig. 1b, represents a very local emission region within the
Milan city centre (AUS) where the receptor considered for the SA
analysis is located.

Accordingly to Lenschow's definition (Lenschow et al., 2001),
emissions from POV and LOM regions are responsible for the regional
background concentration level, those from PRO and MIL regions are
responsible for the urban background, those from the smallest region
determine the very local contribution to the ambient concentration
levels in the centre of Milan. Such a local contribution does not re-
present a street level contribution, because it cannot be handled by a
gridded model, but it takes into account the smallest and closest
emission region that can be defined with respect to the selected re-
ceptor.

Finally, it is worth noticing that emission data for the emission re-
gions closer to the Milan receptor (LOM, PRO, MIL, AUS) come from the
same emission inventory, (i.e. the INEMAR inventory of Lombardy re-
gion), which provides data at municipality level resolution. Thus, any
relevant inconsistency on SA results, potentially caused by the different
spatial resolution of the emission inventories available for this study, is
avoided.

Together with the five emission regions we defined the 11 emission
categories listed in Table 1.

These categories comprise the main sources which generally affect
the air quality in the Po valley. In particular, we defined two emission
groups for industrial plants, divided into electricity production (01 ELE)
and no electricity production (01 OTH), and two emission groups for
residential heating based on the kind of fuel (02 BIO, 02 OTH) in order
to separate the biomass burning impact on air quality, which is typi-
cally interesting for the Alpine regions. However, according to national
emission inventories, biomass burning is a relevant source also within
the urban context of Milan. The road transport source was split into four
categories: cars, light and heavy duty vehicles, mopeds and motor-
cycles. The natural sources such as fires and sea salt are indicated as 11
NAT; the latter is considered only for the Po valley area. The OTHER
SECTORS category includes all other anthropogenic sources within the

Italian boundaries but not explicitly tracked in the previous categories,
such as agriculture, waste treatment, landfill management and other
transport modes, as shipping or aviation. The EMEP category accounts
for the contribution of the transboundary sources located outside Italian
boundaries but included in the Po valley computational domain of
Fig. 1a. An additional emission category, not listed in Table 1, is the
“Long range transport”, representing all contributions due to the
emissions of sources located outside the computational domain that get
in from the lateral boundaries and from the top of the domain
(Boundary Conditions – BC and Initial Conditions IC).

3. CAMx performance evaluation

CAMx performance was separately evaluated over both POV and
MIL domains, based on NO2 and PM2.5 data for 2010 provided by the
stations of regional air quality networks. In particular, NO2 and PM2.5

data sets were composed by 144 and 40 urban and suburban stations,
respectively. Fig. 2 illustrates the comparison between CAMx output
(orange line) and monitored data (black line) for the daily average
concentrations of NO2 and PM2.5 over the Po valley domain. CAMx
shows a systematic underestimation of NO2 concentration during the
whole year, that becomes more pronounced in the winter months (Ja-
nuary–February and December). Similarly, the model underestimates
PM2.5 in the winter months, but shows a better performance in the other
months. Table 2 and Table 3 summarize the values of the model per-
formance indicators (see their list and definitions in SM), separately
computed for NO2 and PM2.5 over the two domains. Mean relative bias
for NO2 and for PM2.5 is about −40% and −34% over the POV domain
and about −22% and −30% over the MIL domain. Correlation and
index of agreement for hourly NO2 concentrations are rather weak over
both the domains, pointing out the troubles of CAMx also in reprodu-
cing the seasonal and weekly time patterns of the observed con-
centrations. Simulation results for daily PM2.5 concentrations show
better correlation and agreement, with no relevant differences between
the two computational domains. Actually, CAMx was able to correctly
capture the temporal evolution of PM2.5 from early spring to late fall
but missed several severe episodes that took place in the winter months.
CAMx performance improved at rural stations (Tables S2-S3, Figure
S3), suggesting that some of the discrepancies observed at urban and
suburban sites can be ascribed to local scale sources, whose influence
cannot be reproduced at the adopted spatial resolution, particularly
with the larger grid step used over the POV domain.

The difficulty of the model in reproducing NO2 and PM2.5 peak
concentrations is clearly highlighted by the increasing gap between the
percentiles of the modelled and observed time series that become larger
and larger in the upper tail of the distribution, as reported in Fig. 2. The
origin of CAMx underestimation was extensively discussed in Pepe et al.

Table 1
Emission categories defined for CAMx/PSAT application.

Label Description

01 ELE Electrical energy production by industrial plants
01 OTH Industrial plants (no electrical energy production)
02 BIO Residential and commercial heating with biomass
02 OTH Residential and commercial heating with fossil fuels (no

biomass)
07 AUT Passenger cars
07 LEG Light duty vehicles (weight < 3.5 tons)
07 PES Heavy duty vehicles (weight > 3.5 tons)
07 MOT Mopeds and motorcycles
11 NAT Natural sources: fires, volcanic eruptions, marine salt (only

for Po valley area)
EMEP All sources located outside Italy (no disaggregation on

emission sources is provided)
OTHER SECTORS Other anthropogenic sources: agriculture, waste treatment,

landfill, off-road transports
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(2016) with particular reference to the influence of meteorological
parameters on NOX, but similar conclusions can be drawn for NO2 and
PM2.5. The large discrepancies between model results and observations
in the winter months are most likely due to the overestimation of the
vertical mixing in the lower atmosphere under actual meteorological

conditions that, conversely, do not favor atmospheric dispersion. Low
wind speed, dry air and cold temperature are very frequent in the
winter period in the Po valley: often concurring with strong lapse rate
inversion and with very low mixing layer depths, these conditions favor
pollutant accumulation, as confirmed in other recent works (Squizzato
et al., 2017; Arvani et al., 2016; Pernigotti et al., 2013). Under-
estimation of PM2.5 emissions from biomass burning in emission in-
ventory data (Denier Van Der Gon et al., 2015) can be also responsible
for its improper reconstruction in winter time. Likewise, the systematic
underestimation of NO2 could be also due to the underestimation of the
real NOX emissions in the emission inventory data (Oikonomakis et al.,
2018).

CAMx performance evaluation for EC and NO3
− relied only on data

from the EMEP monitoring site of Ispra (45°28′43″N, 9°13′56″E, about
50 km North West of Milan), because the regional air quality networks
did not monitor PM components in 2010. The monitoring site is located
at a rural background site, but is still affected by anthropogenic emis-
sions as reported by Gilardoni et al. (2011). The visual inspection of
CAMx and monitored data time series (Figure S4) shows that the model
is able to reproduced quite well EC and NO3

− behavior, especially for
NO3

− in the warm part of the year. On yearly basis fractional bias for
EC ranges between 30% and 35% over POV and MIL domain, whereas it
is lower than 30% for NO3

−. Nevertheless, as for the whole PM2.5 mass,
CAMx finds some troubles with peak NO3

− events and sudden EC
fluctuations in the winter period, as pointed out by the correlation
value that for both pollutants ranges between 0.4 and 0.5.

4. Source apportionment results: Milan case study

In this work we focused on a receptor (Duomo receptor) located
within the urban city centre, near the main cathedral square. Duomo
receptor is located in a residential area where local traffic is at 90%
composed of taxies, and residential/commercial heating are the main
emission sources. Given the downtown location, biomass is not used for
space heating in this area.

Fig. 2. Time series of the box plots for the distribution of the observed (black/grey) and computed (red/orange) values of NO2 and PM2.5 daily concentrations at
respectively 144 and 40 air quality network sites, computed over the POV and MIL domains for 2010. Bars show the interquartile range (25th-75th) and lines the
median values. Values for the 25th, 50th, 75th, and 95th quantiles of the whole yearly time series are reported too. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Table 2
CAMx model performance for NO2 hourly concentrations computed for 2010 at
Urban and Suburban air quality stations of POV and MIL domain.

POV domain MIL domain

Observations Model Observations Model
Mean [ppbV] 16.2 9.7 19.8 15.5
Standard Deviation [ppbV] 11.8 8.3 14.0 9.8

Number Observations [-] 11659117 238321
Correlation [-] 0.39 0.33
Mean Bias [ppbV] - 6.4 - 4.4
Mean Error [ppbV] 9.5 10.7
Index of Agreement [-] 0.59 0.57
RMSE [ppbV] 13.14 14.8

Table 3
CAMx model performance for PM2.5 daily concentrations computed for 2010 at
Urban and Suburban air quality stations of POV and MIL domain.

POV domain MIL domain

Observations Model Observations Model
Mean [μg/m3] 22.0 14.6 27.3 19.1
Standard Deviation [μg/m3] 16.9 9.7 19.9 11.2

Number Observations [-] 12890 2369
Correlation [-] 0.54 0.52
Mean Bias [μg/m3] - 7.4 - 8.2
Mean Error [μg/m3] 10.5 12.6
Index of Agreement [-] 0.64 0.63
RMSE [μg/m3] 16.1 18.8
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The source apportionment analysis was focused on the whole PM2.5

mass and on two of its main components, EC and NO3
−, whose re-

production proved to be satisfactorily reliable and correct. Currently,
PM2.5 is one of the regulated pollutants of major concern, due to its
health relevance and to its rather high average and episodic con-
centration levels, especially during the winter months. EC and NO3

−

present a different nature: EC is a primary component of PM2.5 whilst
NO3

− has a secondary origin. Thus, through the approach presented in
this paper, it has been possible, firstly, to investigate weaknesses and
strengths of the source apportionment tool, which was developed not
only with respect to the primary particles, directly emitted into the
atmosphere and tracked by EC, but also for secondary particles such as
NO3

−. This latter analysis is intended to overcome a RMs weakness, as
it develops a source apportionment that tracks the contribution of the
different sources to a secondary pollutant.

Additional source apportionment analysis considered a gaseous
pollutant as NO2 because, as well as PM2.5, in Milan area NO2 fre-
quently reaches high concentration levels during winter time. As for the
secondary component of PM2.5, CAMx/PSAT represents a step-forward
in the understanding of NO2 source apportionment, because RMs are
mainly applied for PM. Even though CAMx/PSAT reconstructs the
contribution of the different sources on hourly basis, results are pre-
sented as annual mean values, suitable for comparison with RMs re-
sults, as discussed in the Discussion section 5.

4.1. Particulate matter (PM2.5)

Through CAMx source apportionment the PM2.5 mean annual

concentration at Duomo receptor (about 18 μg/m3) has been split by
emission source categories, by emission regions, and by the combina-
tion of emission categories and regions.

In terms of region contributions (Fig. 3a), both the regional
(POV + LOM) and the urban background contribution (PRO + MIL)
largely prevail on the local contribution (AUS). Actually, POV and LOM
regions, together with the long range transport (i.e.: contribution from
sources located outside of POV computational domain) provide the
largest contribution, overall accounting for about 53% of the modelled
PM2.5, the metropolitan area of Milan and its municipality
(PRO + MIL), excluding the local sources, account for 38%, and the
local contribution (AUS) is responsible for less than 8%. Both primary
and secondary nature of fine particles that compose PM2.5 are reflected
by the similar contributions coming from urban background and local
sources near to the receptor point and from the other sources located
farther.

In terms of source categories, road traffic, residential heating by
biomass, and long range transport represent the most important sources
for PM2.5 with a total contribution of 73% (Fig. 3b). The transport
sector yields the principal contribution (28%), with half contribution
due to cars, 8% and 5% respectively due to heavy and light duty
commercial vehicles, and 1% due to mopeds and motorcycles. Re-
sidential and commercial heating by biomass burning, accounts for
24%, resulting the second most important source for fine particles even
though wood or pellet burning for residential heating is not so common
in Milan metropolitan area. This quite surprising results is addressed
below when the contribution breakdown by both source categories and
emission regions is discussed. Long range transport is the third most

Fig. 3. PM2.5 percentage distribution of emission regions (3a, top-left) and emission categories (3b, top-right) contributions. (3c, bottom) is the regional absolute
concentration distribution of each source activity contribution defined within CAMx/PSAT approach for PM2.5. In the bottom graph the Long range transport term
has been stacked with POV region contributions.
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impacting source (21%), followed by the OTHER SECTORS category
(i.e.: other anthropogenic sources like agriculture) that contributes up
to 16%. Emissions from the non-biomass residential heating (3%),
natural sources (4%) and industrial sources (2%) show a minor impact,
as the emission sources outside of Italy, but still included in the POV
domain (EMEP emission category) that contribute for only 1%.

Contribution breakdown by region and emission category is syn-
thesized in Fig. 3c, showing that the highest contribution (4 μg/m3)
comes from long range transport from sources located outside the do-
main; the second highest contribution (2 μg/m3) comes from biomass
burning in MIL region and the third is given by the OTHER SECTORS
anthropogenic sources in the LOM region.

4.2. Elemental carbon (EC) and nitrate (NO3
−)

Elemental carbon (EC) is a primary component of PM2.5 directly
emitted in atmosphere by combustion processes. As such, EC ambient
concentration at receptor points is mainly driven by the contribution of
local or short-range sources. For the Duomo receptor CAMx simulation
estimated a mean annual EC concentration of 3.4 μg/m3 in 2010. The
geographic contribution analysis (Fig. 4a) shows that more than 60% is
due to urban background sources (MIL + PRO) and that the local
sources (AUS) contribute for almost 13%. Nevertheless, the regional
background contribution (POV + LOM) has a notable impact, reaching
a total of 26% of the EC concentration when including also the long
range transport. Regarding the contribution from the source categories
(Fig. 4b), the transport sector represents the most impactful source for
EC with a 55% share; in details, 26% comes from cars, 15% and 13%
are associated to heavy and light duty vehicles, respectively, while the
contribution from mopeds and motorcycles is practically negligible
(1%). Overall, the road source almost doubles the biomass burning, the

second source for EC with 30%. The contribution from the other sources
is rather limited: long range transport accounts for 5%, natural sources
and the OTHER SECTORS sources for 4%, whilst EMEP sources and
industrial processes do not impact significantly on EC concentration
level.

Fig. 4c points out that the three most impacting sources are the
transport sector in the and biomass burning in residential and com-
mercial sources municipality of Milan (MIL), which respectively con-
tribute to EC concentration with 1.1 μg/m3 (31%) and 0.49 μg/m3

(15%), and transport in the metropolitan area of Milan (PRO), which
gives a 0.28 μg/m3 (8%) contribution. Overall, these three most im-
pacting sources are responsible for almost 55% of the EC yearly mean
concentration at Duomo receptor. In particular, two of these sources are
located within Milan municipality area highlighting the importance of
urban sources, accordingly with the primary nature of this pollutant.

Particulate nitrate is one of the secondary inorganic components of
PM2.5. For the Duomo receptor CAMx simulation estimated a mean
annual NO3

− concentration of 3.2 μg/m3 in 2010.
NO3

− shows a different spatial distribution over the domain with
respect to EC as well as a different source contribution pattern. As
shown in Fig. 5a, the regional background contribution, given by long
range transport, POV and LOM contributions, largely prevails on all the
other emission regions. These sources, together with long range trans-
port contribution, determine 86% of the NO3

− mean annual con-
centration, with the remainder 14% totally due to urban background
sources located in the Milan area (MIL + PRO). The emissions of the
local area (AUS) give a negligible contribution (less than 1%). Overall,
the local and short-range contribution, the most important for EC, has a
limited role on the total concentration of this secondary component of
PM2.5. In terms of source categories, the transport sector provides the
largest contribution (43%), with heavy duty vehicles (20%) and cars

Fig. 4. EC percentage distribution of emission regions (4a, top-left) and emission categories (4b, top-right) contributions. (4c, bottom) is the regional absolute
concentration distribution of each source activity contribution defined within CAMx/PSAT approach for EC. In the bottom graph the Long range transport term has
been stacked with POV region contributions.
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(17%) yielding the highest share, the OTHER SECTORS sources for 16%
and non-biomass residential and commercial combustion for 7%. Con-
tributions from the other sources are in the order of 1–3% (Fig. 5b).

Fig. 5c points out the contributions of each source category by
emission regions. Regardless for the long range contribution from all
the emission outside the POV domain (0.8 μg/m3), the two most im-
pacting sources are transport in LOM and POV regions, with respec-
tively 0.6 μg/m3 and 0.5 μg/m3. All the sources related to urban back-
ground (MIL and PRO) and local region (AUS), generate a moderate
contribution. In particular, the overall contribution from the sources
within the urban area of Milan is less than 0.3 μg/m3 and from the local
area less than 0.15 μg/m3.

The different contribution patterns obtained for EC and NO3
− are in

agreement with the origin of these PM components. The secondary
nature of NO3

− is underlined by the higher contributions due to sources
far away from the metropolitan area of Milan, as can be seen in Fig. 6.
Chemical reactions that produce secondary PM from gaseous precursors
require adequate time scales, that favor their production far beyond the
city boundaries. This fundamental aspect is demonstrated by con-
tributions due to vehicular traffic. The local sources (AUS) of the
transport sector provide a negligible contribution to NO3

− at Duomo

receptor. Moving far from the city area, the contribution due to the
transport sector to NO3

− of the different emission regions, gradually
increases up to farthest regions like LOM and POV. where the 80% of
the contribution to PM2.5 at Duomo is related to NO3

−. In particular,
cars and heavy duty vehicles circulating in LOM area (0.5 μg/m3) and in
POV area (0.4 μg/m3) are more impacting than those circulating in
Milan municipality (0.08 μg/m3) and in the metropolitan area (0.18 μg/
m3). This result directly descends from nitrate chemical pathway. The
first step in nitrate formation is the oxidation of NOX emissions to NO2

and HNO3. Once formed, HNO3 combines with ammonia forming am-
monium-nitrate. The oxidation time scale of NOX, combined with the
need of ammonia emissions, almost totally related to agricultural ac-
tivities, to develop chemical equilibrium, favor nitrate produced over
wider emission regions more than from local scale sources, even in a
high NOX emitting area like Milan city centre. Indeed, NOX emissions at
local scale move away from the receptor before being oxidized and
therefore they can contribute in a very limited way to nitrate con-
centration where the emission itself is released. Conversely, nitrate
formed over wide regions like LOM and POV has surely more chance s
to be transported to Milan receptor. As illustrated in Fig. 6 the other
two emission categories (residential heating and OTHER SECTORS

Fig. 5. NO3
− percentage distribution of emission regions (5a, top-left) and emission categories (5c, top-right) contributions. (5c, bottom) is the regional absolute

concentration distribution of each source activity contribution defined within CAMx/PSAT approach for NO3
−. In the bottom graph the Long range transport term

has been stacked with POV region contributions.
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Fig. 6. PM2.5 chemical profile of the contributions from each emission region: all emission categories (top-left), residential and commercial heating (top-right), road
transport (bottom-left), and all the other categories (bottom-right). The chemical species considered are elemental carbon (EC), particulate nitrate (NO3

−), and the
other PM2.5 components altoghether.

Fig. 7. NO2 percentage distribution of emission regions (7a, top-left) and emission categories (7b, top-right) contributions. (7c, bottom) is the regional absolute
concentration distribution of each source activity contribution defined within CAMx/PSAT approach for NO2. In the bottom graph the Long range transport term has
been stacked with POV region contributions.
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sources) detect the same behavior for the secondary component, higher
in POV and LOM regions and lower or zero in AUS and MIL regions.
This result confirms that: i) SA techniques like PSAT are powerful tools
to efficiently diagnose the main processes and interactions among
sources giving rise to the development of pollution levels; ii) the defi-
nition of remediation policies involving pollutants showing a strongly
non-linear behavior such as nitrate need to be carefully designed and
tested with proper modelling techniques (e.g. sensitivity analysis tests).

Conversely, the pollution emitted directly in the atmosphere (ele-
mental carbon) affects principally the contribution of sources located
near the receptor point. Regarding road transport, almost 50% of road
transport contribution of MIL area is due to EC as well as for AUS area.
Either for residential and commercial heating, EC contribution shows
an important role in MIL and AUS areas (20%). Regardless the total
contribution related to each region, the “all emission categories” graph
shown in figure below presents the general distribution of primary and
secondary components over a wide area. Including the long range
transport, EC growth is evident approaching regions near Duomo re-
ceptor point, while nitrate distribution is opposite. Farther regions
present an important contribution of particulate nitrate rather than
elemental carbon.

4.3. Nitrogen dioxide (NO2)

Nitrogen dioxide is a criteria pollutant and one of the gaseous
precursors of particulate nitrate. At the Duomo receptor, the NO2 yearly
mean concentration estimated by CAMx for 2010 is 21 ppb, in agree-
ment with the observations at other urban background stations in Milan
(29 ppb). As discussed in the first part of this work, one of the RMs
weaknesses is the difficulty to apportionment analysis either to gaseous
pollutant like NO2. Conversely this issue can be addressed by CAMx.

The panels of Fig. 7 show the relative contributions of regions,
source categories, and geographically apportioned sources.

Overall, the urban background sources are responsible for about
70% of NO2 concentration and considerably prevail over the regional
background sources (20%) and over the very local sources in proximity
of the receptor point (10%). The urban background contribution is
principally given by the emissions from the MIL region (51.8%), with
only 18.1% from the metropolitan area of Milan (PRO). The regional
background contribution is mainly determined by the LOM region
(15.2%), with only minor contributions from POV region (3.2%) and
long range transport (1.3%). The AUS region provides a rather small
contribution. However, considering the limited number of sources in
this area with respect to the surrounding emission regions, the esti-
mated 10% contribution states that the local sources actually play a
relevant role on NO2 concentration at the receptor point and in urban
areas in general.

Focusing on source categories, road transport, residential and
commercial combustion, and the OTHER SECTORS sources determine
98% of NO2 concentration, whilst natural sources, EMEP sources and
long range transport are practically negligible. The most impacting
source is, by far, the road transport with a 72% share: 60% of NO2

concentration derives from heavy duty (31%) and passengers cars
(29%) emissions, 11% from light duty vehicles reach only the 11%,
about 1% from mopeds and motorcycles. The incomplete combustion of
diesel oil or gasoline produces a large amount of NO that reacts im-
mediately with the atmospheric oxidants like O3, generating NO2.
Residential and commercial combustion yields an overall contribution
of 17%, but almost totally due to fossil fuels (16%). The OTHER
SECTORS anthropogenic sources category, namely industrial sources,
gives a 9% contribution.

Fig. 7c clearly shows that vehicular traffic in the municipality of
Milan is the main source of NO2 at Duomo receptor point. Actually,
road transport from the MIL region is responsible for 8 ppb, that is al-
most 40% of total NO2 concentration. In details, cars and heavy duty
vehicles contribute at the same extent for 15%, that roughly

corresponds 3 ppb. The impact of transport emissions from the sur-
rounding regions is also significant, as traffic emissions from PRO and
LOM regions provide the second and third most relevant contributions,
the former with a 13% share (2.8 ppb), the latter with a 10% (2.1 ppb).

The wide spatial distribution of source yielding a relevant con-
tribution to NO2 concentration at Duomo receptor, particularly for road
transport, points out that coordination of local and regional policy is
desirable in order to see visible reduction of NO2 concentration levels.

5. Discussion

CAMx results for PM2.5 chemical speciation and CAMx/PSAT results
for PM2.5 source apportionment are discussed in comparison with ex-
perimental data and Positive Matrix Factorization (PMF) source ap-
portionment from AIRUSE project (Amato et al., 2016).

PM2.5 data for 2013 from a one-year measurement campaign at
Milano-Torre Sarca, an urban background site near Milan city centre
(about 5 km as crow fly distance from Duomo receptor) have been used
for comparison purpose. Notwithstanding AIRUSE data and CAMx si-
mulation output do not refer to the same period and receptor, the fol-
lowing analysis can be regarded as a qualitative validation of CAMx/
PSAT results.

Reported PM2.5 yearly mean concentration from gravimetric mea-
surements at Milano-Torre Sarca (29.9 μg/m3) is in agreement with
automatic monitoring network data for another urban background site
in Milan (30.7 μg/m3). Table 4 summarizes yearly mean concentrations
of speciated PM2.5 for AIRUSE and for CAMx simulation in this work.
Other than the reference year and site, the two datasets also differ for
the chemical species considered for mass closure. Actually, in AIRUSE
data mass closure was not complete, with 4.8 μg/m3 not determined,
likely due to water molecules of residual moisture, crystallization and
formation water, and metal oxides. These latter, conversely are con-
sidered in CAMx speciation as the primary elements generated by an-
thropogenic sources, labeled “other fine particles”.

Table 4 highlights the strong difference in PM2.5 concentration
(29.6 μg/m3 vs. 18.8 μg/m3) that also holds in a dry-basis comparison
(25.2 μg/m3 vs. 18.8 μg/m3), with CAMx estimated concentration
6.5 μg/m3 lower than measured one. Although the reference years and
the sites are different, such missed concentration of 6.4 μg/m3 cannot
be justified by a different yearly emission regime or meteorological
conditions, thus confirming that CAMx tends to underestimate the
PM2.5 mass.

According to AIRUSE data, organic matter (OM = POA + SOA) is

Table 4
PM2.5 chemical composition by AIRUSE measurement campaign (Amato et al.,
2016) and CAMx/PSAT output.

Species AIRUSE (2013) This work (2010)

Concentration (μg/
m3)

% Concentration (μg/
m3)

%

Primary organic
aerosol (POA)

4.0 16% 4.6 24%

Secondary organic
aerosol (SOA)

8.0 32% 0.5 2%

Elemental carbon
(EC)

1.8 7% 3.4 18%

Sulfate 1.8 7% 3.0 16%
Nitrate 5.7 23% 3.2 17%
Ammonium 2.1 8% 2.0 11%
Sea salt 0.6 2% 0.2 1%
Mineral dust 1.2 5% 0.1 1%
Other fine particles

(CAMx only)
– 1.8 9%

Total 25.2 100% 18.8 100%
Undetermined mass 4.4 –
Total 29.6
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the main component of PM2.5, followed by secondary inorganic aerosol
(SIA = nitrate + sulfate + ammonium), elemental carbon, soil fine
dust and sea salt. Comparison with CAMx data points out relevant
discrepancies for OM and EC, as well as a reasonably good agreement
for SIA. CAMx gives a remarkably lower value for OM (5.1 μg/m3 vs.
12 μg/m3) due to an incorrect reconstruction of secondary organic
aerosol (SOA), almost totally missed by the model (0.5 μg/m3 vs. 8 μg/
m3). Troubles in properly estimating SOA through the SOA formation
algorithm implemented in CAMx version used in this work have been
reported in literature (Meroni et al., 2017; Pirovano et al., 2015). The
relevant contribution of SOA to PM concentrations in Milan and over
the Po valley region was reported in previous works (Pietrogrande
et al., 2016; Sandrini et al., 2014; Perrone et al., 2012; Gilardoni et al.,
2011; Lonati et al., 2007).

Conversely, CAMx gives higher values for the primary fractions of
PM2.5: slightly for POA concentration (4.6 μg/m3 vs. 4 μg/m3) whereas
at a larger extent for EC, as CAMx result (3.4 μg/m3) is almost twice as
high as the measured concentration (1.8 μg/m3). A better performance
is observed for SIA, whose total concentrations are in good agreement,
both in absolute (8.2 μg/m3 vs. 9.6 μg/m3) and relative terms (44% vs.
38% of PM2.5 dry mass). More in details, ammonium is correctly re-
produced (2.0 μg/m3 vs. 2.1 μg/m3) whereas there are some dis-
crepancies for sulfate and nitrate. Namely, CAMx overestimates sulfate
(3.0 μg/m3 vs. 1.8 μg/m3), thus giving rise to a corresponding under-
estimation of nitrate (3.2 μg/m3 vs. 5.7 μg/m3). The minor components
(sea salt and soil dust) do not reach remarkable concentration values in
both datasets; however, CAMx to predict lower value for sea salt
(0.2 μg/m3 vs. 0.6 μg/m3) and especially for soil dust (0.1 μg/m3 vs.
1.2 μg/m3).

The comparison between source apportionment results is not as
straightforward as for speciated PM2.5 because of the different output of
the two approaches. PMF finds a number of factors together with the
related contribution and chemical profile. For AIRUSE dataset PMF
found a 7-factor solution: based on their profiles, these factors have
been identified as vehicle exhaust (VEX) and non-exhaust (NEX), bio-
mass burning (BB), secondary nitrate (SNI), secondary sulfate and or-
ganics (SSO), marine aerosols (SEA), industrial emission (IND), and
mineral emissions (MIN) with about 12% of the PM2.5 mass still not
apportioned.

Conversely, CAMx/PSAT output consists of concentration values for
each species and each source category considered. Thus, in Table 5
overall source contributions have to be reconstructed by adding the
single PM2.5 components generated by the different sources.

CAMx/PSAT traffic factor was computed taking into account the
related estimated concentrations for EC, POA and “Other fine particles”
and compared with VEX + NEX source form PMF. Similarly, biomass
burning factor was defined as the sum of EC, POA and “Other fine
particles” produced by residential heating through biomass combus-
tion. Sodium and chlorine concentrations estimated by CAMx/PSAT
from the “Natural sources” emission category have been added in order
to assess sea salt contribution, for comparison with SEA source from
PMF. Because CAMx did not simulate soil dust emissions and industrial
sources were not specifically tracked but simply included in the generic
OTHER SECTORS source category, the comparison with the PMF factors
MIN and IND was not possible.

For the secondary source the comparison is not straightforward
because the profiles of the SNI and SSO sources (the former mainly
identified by nitrate and ammonium, the latter by sulfate and ammo-
nium) are also characterized by the presence of organic carbon. Thus,
altogether these sources account for SIA but also for a relevant amount
of SOA. Actually, the sum of SNI and SSO factor concentrations is
higher than the sum of the concentrations of the corresponding SIA
species (Table 5), thus confirming the presence of other species in SNU
and SSO factors. Additionally, even though they account for the most
part of SIA, small sources of SIA are also associated by PMF to the other
sources, but both also containing organic matter; thus, the sum of these

factors also account for a fraction of the SOA. In practice, these two
factors are also responsible for almost all of the SOA.

In spite of the difference in the modelling approaches, of year and
receptor, and of the processes missed by CAMx, the results of source
apportionment comparison are quite encouraging, especially for the
primary sources. The traffic source is responsible for about 4 μg/m3

(PMF: 4.3 μg/m3; CAMx/PSAT: 3.6 μg/m3), accounting for about 20%
of PM2.5. A good agreement is also observed for the biomass burning
source too, with a mean concentration of 4.6 μg/m3 (PMF: 5.1 μg/m3;
CAMx/PSAT: 4.3 μg/m3) and a 24% relative contribution. The lower
contributions estimated by CAMx/PSAT may derive from the inclusion
of fractions of SIA and SOA in the VEX + NEX and BB profiles by PMF.
However, part of such may also derive from the low bias of CAMx for
the total PM2.5 mass that could be ascribed to meteorology, namely to
the reduced dispersion of pollutants under strong inversion conditions
in winter time, not correctly detected by the meteorological model
WRF. The mismatch on the contribution from secondary sources is es-
sentially due to CAMx underestimation of SOA. However, if a SOA-free
secondary source is computed out of PMF source profiles and con-
tributions, the two values get much closer and confirm the substantial
agreement for the secondary inorganic source.

Therefore, excluding missed processes, principally SOA formation,
CAMx/PSAT model detects correctly the principal source contributions
to PM2.5. Nevertheless, this methodology needs further improvement in
order to track SIA and SOA formation for their proper apportionment
and to consider also the contribution of soil dust and resuspension. On
the other hand, the main asset of CAMx/PSAT methodology is the
possibility to localize both source regions and categories also for the
secondary aerosols and for the gaseous pollutants, providing additional
and complementary information to PMF results.

Once the results of the two modelling approaches are better re-
conciliated, the combination of the piece of information coming from
their concurrent implementation can improve the overall quality of
source apportionment analysis. Such improved source apportionment
analysis could help to assess the real health impacts of biogenic and
anthropogenic sources over the domain and also better support the
further development of intervention strategies for air quality.

6. Conclusions

The modelling chain based on the combination of the meteor-
ological model (WRF), the chemical and transport model (CAMx), and
the PSAT source apportionment algorithm was developed for source
apportionment of both primary and secondary pollutants (PM2.5, ele-
mental carbon (EC), nitrate particulate (NO3

−) and nitrogen dioxide

Table 5
Comparison of PM2.5 source apportionment analysis conducted by two ap-
proaches: PMF (Amato et al., 2016) and CAMx/PSAT. Percentage distribution
and absolute concentration values are expressed for each emission factor.

Sources AIRUSE (2013) This work (2010)

Concentration
(μg/m3)

% Concentration
(μg/m3)

%

Vehicle Exahust (VEX) 1.8 6% 3.6 19%
Vehicle non-exhaust

(NEX)
2.5 8%

Biomass burning (BB) 5.1 17% 4.3 23%
Salt (SEA) 0.4 1% 0.2 1%
Industrial (IND) 1.3 5% not tracked –
Mineral (MIN) 1.4 5% not tracked –
Secondary nitrate (SNI) 8.9 30% 8.7 46%
Secondary sulfate

(SSO)
5.6 19%

Not apportioned or not
comparable

2.6 9% 2.0 11%

Total 29.6 100% 18.8 100%
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(NO2) at an urban receptor point located in Milan city centre. The
CAMx v6.30 version of the chemical and transport model enabled to
track the emission categories effects combined with the source regions
contributions.

Source apportionment for PM2.5 depicted fine PM urban pollution in
Milan as a regional problem, pointing out that local actions alone could
not reduce significantly the ambient level of PM2.5 because regional
background emissions contribute for more than half (53%) of total
PM2.5 level in the city centre, while urban background and local sources
contribute for the 39% and 8%, respectively. In terms of emission ca-
tegories, long range transport prevails among regional emission sources
(21%) while the transport sector (17%) among urban background
sources. Biomass burning and transports were the most important
emission categories for the local sources (3% each). EC source appor-
tionment analysis showed its pronounced primary behavior: more than
70% of total contribution originated from urban background areas,
including a 13% contribution from local sources, whereas regional
background emissions generated a 26% contribution. The transport
sector was responsible for the highest contribution (55%) among the
emission sources, but with a 40% share from vehicular traffic enclosed
within the urban background area. In contrary to EC, NO3

− mostly
presented a regional origin (86%), with a small contribution from urban
background (14%), and a negligible contribution (< 1%) from local
sources. The largest contribution derived from transports (44%)
through their emission of gaseous precursors, originated principally
from regional background regions. The relevant contribution of sec-
ondary species to PM concentrations points out the need of carefully
designing and testing emission reduction policies in order to correctly
take into account the possible non-linearity between source contribu-
tions and effective emission reduction impacts. Finally, source appor-
tionment analysis for NO2 produced results similar to EC both in terms
of source regions and source categories: 80% of the total concentration
was originated by urban background (70%) and local (10%) sources,
and vehicular traffic contribution largely predominated (72%) over all
the other emission categories. More than half of total NO2 in Milan city
centre derived from traffic located in the urban background region.

CAMx/PSAT results have been validated through a two-tier ap-
proach: first, CAMx outputs were compared with PM2.5 chemical spe-
ciation data, and then CAMx/PSAT outputs with PMF source appor-
tionment results from the AIRUSE project (Amato et al., 2016) at Milan
urban background site.

As a good agreement between CAMx reconstruction and speciation
data was observed for primary organic aerosols (POA) (4.6 μg/m3 vs.
4 μg/m3) and for total secondary inorganic aerosols (SIA) (8.2 μg/m3 vs.
9.6 μg/m3), the model reconstruction lacked the most part of secondary
organic aerosols (SOA) processes (0.5 μg/m3 vs. 8 μg/m3). Thus, the
clear underestimation of PM2.5 annual mean concentration (18.8 μg/m3

vs. 29.6 μg/m3) could be almost entirely ascribed to SOA concentrations
and partially to WRF underestimation of low dispersion conditions
during the winter period which influenced performance of regional
scale model.

The validation of source apportionment results showed that CAMx/
PSAT and PMF factors for traffic and biomass burning were in good
agreement, both in terms of absolute concentrations and percentage
distributions. Such a good result states that, first of all, also CTMs can
represent an affordable tool to estimate source contribution of the dif-
ferent emission categories to PM concentration at a specific receptor. A
second important outcome is that CTMs can represent a powerful tool to
provide additional information on source apportionment, particularly
concerning the geographical origin of source contribution, the role of
sources contributing to secondary PM and the contribution estimates
for other pollutants, such as NO2. However, this work pointed out some
relevant limitations of CAMx/PSAT, principally concerning SOA for-
mation and other processes, that reduced the feasibility of comparison
with PMF results.

In conclusion, this work points out that improvements are needed in

order to increase performance of CAMx, namely with future work fo-
cusing on the improvement of SOA modelling, on the characterization
of dust resuspension processes, together with further analysis of WRF
underestimation of stagnation events during winter periods.
Additionally, ad-hoc field campaigns are required to draw more robust
conclusions on CTMs reliability for source assessment, based on a
comparison with RMs results less qualitative than in this work, for
better support the development of an integrated source apportionment
methodology through both CTMs and RMs results.
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